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Religious Education 

Subject Leaders’ Sequence and Progression Document 

 

Religious Education is the “core of the core curriculum” in a Catholic school.  (Pope St John Paul II) 

INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this document is to outline the approach and method that we have adopted to implement 
the RE curriculum at St. Joseph’s RC Primary. It sets out what we aim to achieve and the knowledge and 
understanding that we have assigned to each class and key stage.  This has been designed based on our 
school’s Mission Statement, I came so that you may have life and have it to the full. John 10:10, alongside 
the staff and Governing Body’s vision for the future of our school. This document provides a summary of the 
organisation of the RE curriculum and how our school ensures that every child’s entitlement to essential 
knowledge and skills to equip them for the next stage of their education and for later life is catered for.   
 
AIMS   

 To ensure standards are high and English and Maths is taught discretely 
 To ensure reading remains a high priority 
 To utilise the rich resource and history of our local community of Ordsall and Manchester 
 To support our school’s values and ethos 
 To ensure pupils leave as ‘well rounded’ and confident individuals 
 To ensure the wider sports curriculum and the arts are a key focus 

 
Key  Driver Words 

 Faith 
 Respect 
 Resilience 
 Empathy 
 Confidence 

 
END POINTS IN THE CURRICULUM 

By the end of Year 6 the pupils will leave St. Joseph’s as religiously literate young people who have the 
knowledge, understanding and skills to reflect spiritually, think ethically and theologically and are also 
aware of the challenges of religious commitment in everyday life.   

AT1 -Knowledge & Understanding    
  Y6 Describe complex scripture passages in a way that shows understanding of the scripture source 

used. Make links between: beliefs and sources, beliefs and worship, beliefs and life 
Use developing religious vocabulary widely, accurately and appropriately 
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AT2 -Making links and connections 
 Compare their own and other peoples responses to questions- in relation to meaning and purpose. 

 
AT3 – Analysis and Evaluation 

 Use sources to support a point of view 
 Express a point of view and give reasons for it 
 Arrive at judgements 
 Recognise difference, comparing and contrasting different points of view 

 
INTENT 
Through creative writing, art and drama we will inspire the children and allow a deeper more personal link 
to scripture, prayer and the knowledge of God’s love. The children will be taught about the liturgical year and 
the importance of these events to us as Roman Catholics. Christianity and other religions will be compared 
and explored with an understanding of diversity and tolerance.  

We have a clear structure with themes and topics that run from EYFS through to Y6.  

Nine themes are taught and build throughout the year groups. During the pupils’ time at St Joseph’s each 
year group covers and develops knowledge on these themes building on previous learning to allow 
understanding to be deeper and more profound.  

RE is planned and sequenced so that the knowledge and skills build on previous learning towards these 
end points. Teaching with enthusiasm and high expectations (related to the age of the children) creates a 
challenging, engaging experience of Religious education throughout the year groups.  

The nine themes are: 

 Domestic Church – family 
 Baptism/confirmation- belonging  
 Advent/Christmas – loving 
 Local church – community  
 Eucharist -relating  
 Lent/Easter -giving  
 Pentecost-serving  
 Reconciliation- inter-relating 
 Universal Church - world 

For example Topic 2: BELONGING 
This topic begins in EYFS – Baptism, a welcome to God’s family  
By Year 6 the children are considering – Vocation and commitment/ missionary disciples 
 
IMPLEMENTATION  

Using the RECD – Religious Education Curriculum Directory/ Salford Diocese 

Knowledge and skills to achieve at each stage:  
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Early Years Foundation 

During EYFS:  

The children will listen to and talk about religious stories and respond with relevant comments. They will 
represent their own ideas, thoughts and feelings through art, music, dance and role play. This will be 
developed by reading and writing simple sentences linked to the stories. Sharing stories with others through 
role play will enhance knowledge and bring key figures to life for the children.  

The children will listen and talk about, similarities and differences between themselves and others. They will 
explore: families, church communities and church traditions. Behaviour, consequences and talking about 
the need to consider the feelings of others will be addressed through the love of Jesus and each other, as 
children of God.  
Key religious words and prayers, appropriate to their age and stage of development, will be introduced 
along with religious signs and symbols. 

KS1 

The children will recognise religious stories and retell them in a variety of forms. They will recognise that 
people act in a particular way because of their religious beliefs. They will describe some of these actions 
and choices. Through written work they will express their knowledge of the life and works of some key figures 
in the history of the People of God. The use of art, role play and drama will further develop their knowledge 
of scripture and key religious figures. Expressing personal feelings and experiences will be encouraged 
along with asking questions about all areas of study and recognizing that some questions are difficult to 
answer. More religious vocabulary, prayers, signs and symbols will be introduced building on what the 
children already know.  

KS2 

During KS2 pupils are taught to delve deeper into scripture. They will describe complex passages in a way 
that shows understanding of the scripture source used. Rather than simply understanding that they are a 
part of the church community they will explore what it means to be a missionary disciple of Jesus. They will 
express points of view and give reasons for them. Building on their knowledge from previous year groups 
they will make links and connections. For example the story of The ‘Good Shepherd’ or  ‘The Prodigal Son’ 
(stories they are already familiar with) will be explored with greater analysis and evaluation. Key bible 
figures will be revisited with the same emphasis on evaluation of what we can learn from them: St Peter 
denied Jesus but became the first Pope “ You are Peter and on this rock I will build my church.” Matthew 
16:13-19 The children will explore what this reveals about forgiveness. When discussing the world and their 
place in it the children will use sources to support a point of view. They will learn to recognise diversity and 
show tolerance of those with different views.  

 
Assessment 

In Religious Education we assess children after each topic. Teachers assess progress against standards 
for Primary RE (provided by Salford diocese) WT WA GD. 

After discussion with the RE Governor, teachers now include notes (and evidence from books) to explain how  
three  pupils in their class have shown improvement. 
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We ensure high academic ambition by building on what the children learn at each stage of their education. 
Enquiry, reflection, analysis, interpretation and  evaluation skills are being developed gradually through 
school as children are expected to approach scripture in a variety of creative ways, growing skills of 
interpretation and understanding  as they would in English lessons but also making links to their lives as 
Christians. 

SEND pupils benefit from appropriate differentiation of tasks/activities, extra adult support which can take 
the form of pre-teaching, reading text prior to lesson or support within the lesson. Art and drama often allow 
children to express their knowledge and understanding if they have issues with recording views and 
opinions in a written form. 

 
CULTURAL CAPITAL  

At St. Joseph’s we recognise that each child is unique, made in the image and likeness of God.  

Dear young people, 
Do not bury your talents, 
the gifts that God has given you! 
Do not be afraid to dream 
of great things!   Pope Francis 
 
At St Joseph’s we strive to build self-esteem, encourage ambition and provide an environment where the 
children feel loved and nurtured. The children grow spiritually and academically and so by upper KS2 they 
are able to understand faith and how it guides us in our choices in life. 

It is essential to develop an understanding of individuality, freedom, equality, diversity and tolerance. To 
understand the need to love God with all our hearts and our neighbour as ourselves. The children through 
the study of scripture and the development of growing personal experience realise  how difficult it can be 
to follow the word of God but with faith, prayer and the power of the Holy Spirit we can strive to be the best 
that we can be. 

RE Lead - CPD/Research in my subject. 

 I Regular attend RE Lead meetings at the Cathedral Centre and as a practising Catholic I have a personal 
interest in Catholicism and its influence on our lives. I completed the Catholic teachers’ certificate early in 
my career and take every opportunity for further training. I am especially interested in developing new and 
exciting ways to enhance the pupils experience of RE from EYFS – Y6, not purely repetition but building on 
previous knowledge. For example: Take key topics and set a baseline of knowledge in Early Years – share 
bible stories, learn prayers together. In KS1 retell those religious stories in a variety of ways ,consider 
characters and their feelings, lower KS2 retell with increasing accuracy- consider the message they hold, 
Upper KS2 -describe complex scripture passages in a way that shows deeper understanding, analysis and 
evaluation.  

IMPACT  

The curriculum has been designed to ensure knowledge is transferred to long term memory. This is 
established due to the progression in understanding through building on previous knowledge and it being 
part of a whole school approach.  
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What we are learning in RE is what our Catholic school is built on. We need to model the behaviour and 
choices we want the children to make, in our classrooms, playground and throughout school (the chaplaincy 
team can be excellent ambassadors of this).  

By the end of Year 6 the pupils leave St. Joseph’s as religiously literate young people who have the 
knowledge, understanding and skills to reflect spiritually, think ethically and theologically and are also 
aware of the challenges of religious commitment in everyday life.   

 

RE Long Term Plan 
 Autumn 1 Autumn 2 Spring 1 Spring 2 Summer 1 Summer 2 
 Themes: 

 

1. Domestic church family      2. Baptism/Confirmation belonging   3. Advent/Christmas loving 
 4.  Local church community   5. Eucharist relating                 6. Lent/Easter giving  
7. Pentecost serving         8.  Reconciliation inter-relating      9. Universal Church  World 
 

Nursery 
 

Reception 

3-4 year olds     EYFS Topics: 
 

                         1. Myself                    2. Welcome           3. Birthday  
                         4. Celebrating            5. Gathering         6.  Growing    
                         7.Good News             8. Friends              9.  Our World 

Year 1 Families 
Belonging 

Waiting 
 Special 
people 

Meals  
 

Change  
 

Holidays& 
Holy days 

Being Sorry 

Neighbours 

The love and care shown in 
the family  
 God’s love and care for every 
family  

 
About belonging to different 
groups  

That Baptism is an invitation 
to belong to God’s family 
 
There are special people in 
our lives who are there to 
help us  
On Sunday, in church, we 
meet people who do special 
jobs as we gather to 
celebrate the 

Good News of Jesus 
 
About the times that it is 
necessary to wait and the 
use of that time  
 

Mass 
Families and groups share 
special meals 
  

Mass as Jesus’ special meal  
 
 
Explore how we change and 
grow  
Lent; a time to change in 
preparation for the 
celebration of Easter  
 
 
 
Acquire the skills of 
assimilation, celebration and 
application of the above 

 

Holidays as days to be 
happy  
 Pentecost; a holy day – 
the feast of the Holy Spirit  
 
 We have choice – 
sometimes we choose 
well, and sometimes 
wrongly  
 God helps us to choose 

well and to be sorry.  God 
forgives us  

 
Who is my neighbour? 

CAFOD 
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That Advent is a time of 
waiting to celebrate Jesus’ 
coming at Christmas  

Year 2 Beginnings             
Preparations 
Signs & symbols     Books 

Thanksgiving    Opportunities       Spread the word  
 Rules                Treasures 

The many beginnings each 
day offers  
God is present in every 
beginning  
 
Experience of signs and 
symbols  
 Signs and symbols used in 
Baptism 
 
Preparing for special times  
Advent four weeks of 
preparation for the 
celebration of Jesus at 
Christmas 
  

About the different books 
used at home and in school  
The books used in Church on 
Sunday by the parish family 

Different ways to say thank 
you  
The Eucharist: the parish 
family thanks God for Jesus  
 
Each day offers opportunities 
for good 
 Lent, the opportunity to turn 
towards what is good in 
preparation for Easter 
 
 
 
 

Acquire the skills of 
assimilation, celebration and 

application of the above 

How rules 
can help at 
home and in 
school  
 

 The reasons 
for rules in 
the Christian 
family   
 
 

 

The world 
and its 

treasures 
 

CAFOD 

Year 3 Homes               Visitors 
Promises           Journeys 

Listening and Sharing 
Giving all 

Energy 
Choices          Special 
Places 

The joys and sorrows of 
being a family at home  

God’s vision for every family 
 
Belonging to a group involves 
promises and rules  

The meaning of the promises 
made at Baptism 
 
The demands and joys of 
visitors  

  Advent: waiting for the 
coming of Jesus  
 
A journey through a year  

 The Christian family’s journey 
with Jesus through the 
Church’s year  

 
Listening and sharing with 
one another  
Listening to the Word of God 

and sharing in Holy 
Communion 

 
How people give themselves  

Lent, a time to remember 
Jesus’ total giving 

 
 
 

Acquire the skills of 
assimilation, celebration and 

application of the above 
 
 

 

 
The energy of fire and 
wind  
 
 The wonder and power of 
the Holy Spirit  

 
Choices have 
consequences  

The importance of 
conscience in making 
choices 
 
 Special places  - CAFOD 
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Year 4 People         Gift 
Called           Community 

Giving & receiving 
Self -discipline 

New life          God’s people 
Building bridges 

Our family trees  
The family of God in Scripture 
 
The response to being 
chosen  

 Confirmation: a call to 
witness  
 
The gift of love and 
friendship  
Advent and Christmas: The 
Church’s seasons of 
preparing to receive God’s 
gift of love and friendship in 
Jesus 
 
Belonging to a community  
 The life of the local Christian 
community – 

 
Giving and receiving every 
day  

 The Eucharist challenges and 
enables living and growing in 
communion 
 
Self-discipline is important  

Celebrating growth to new life 
through self-discipline 

 
 
 
 
 

Acquire the skills of 
assimilation, celebration and 

application of the above 

How good news brings 
life  

The new life of the Easter 
message is spread 
through the power of the 
Holy Spirit 
 
Building bridges of 
friendship  
 

 The importance of 
admitting wrong and 
being reconciled with God 
and one another 
 
God’s People – Why some 
people do extraordinary 
things. CAFOD 

Year 5 Ourselves           Hope 
Life Choices        Mission 

Memorial Sacrifice 
Sacrifice 

Transformation 
Freedom &responsibility 

Stewardship 
A deepening awareness of 
‘Who I am’  

Ourselves as made in the 
image and likeness of God  
 
Showing care and 
commitment  
The call to life and love within 
the community; marriage  
 
Advent is the Church’s 
season of waiting in joyful 
hope for the coming of Jesus, 
the promised One, at 
Christmas and at the end of 
time  
The mission of inspirational 
leaders 

  Dioceses continue the work 
and mission of Jesus 
including ecumenism 

How memories are kept alive  
The Eucharist keeps the 
memory of Jesus’ sacrifice 
alive and present in a special 
way  
 
Giving or refusing to give; 
appreciating the cost of giving 
 Lent, a time of giving in 
preparation for the 
celebration of the sacrifice of 
Jesus  
 
Acquire the skills of 
assimilation, celebration and 
application of the above  

 

Transforming energy  
Pentecost, the celebration 
of the Spirit’s transforming 
power  
 
Freedom involves 
responsibility  

God’s rules for living freely 
and responsibly – the 
Commandments 
 
Can I be a steward of 
creation? CAFOD 

Year 6 Loving         
Vocation & commitment   
Expectations  

Unity 
Death & new life 

Witnesses        
 Healing 
 Common good 
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Sources 

The love and care of people  
God’s love is unconditional 
and never ending  
Commitment in life 

 The vocation to the 
priesthood and religious life  
 
The meaning of expectation  

  Advent, a time of joyful 
expectation of Christmas, the 
Word becoming a human 
person, Jesus 
 
A wide variety of books and 
the purpose for which they 
were written  
  The Bible as the story of 
God’s love, told by the People 
of God  

What nourishes and what 
spoils friendship and unity  
The Eucharist challenges and 
enables the Christian family to 
live and grow in communion 
every day 
 
Loss and death bring about 
change for people  
The Church’s seasons of Lent, 
Holy Week and Easter; the 
suffering, death and 
resurrection of Jesus led to 
new life  
 
 
Acquire the skills of 
assimilation, celebration and 
application of the above   

The courage to be a 
witness  

 Pentecost: The Holy Spirit 
enables people to witness 
to the Easter message  
 
 When people become sick 
and need care 
  The Sacrament of the 
Anointing of the Sick  
 
Working together to build 
a just and fair world - 
CAFOD 
 

 

National Curriculum Coverage 

RE in the Early Years Foundation Stage 

 Pupils should encounter religions and world views through special people, books, times, places and objects 
and by visiting places of worship. They should listen to and talk about stories. Pupils can be introduced to 
subject specific words and use all their senses to explore beliefs, practices and forms of expression. They 
ask questions and reflect on their own feelings and experiences. They use their imagination and curiosity 
to develop their appreciation of and wonder at the world in which they live. Religious education is a legal 
requirement for all pupils on the school roll, including all those in the reception year. 

 In line with the DfE’s EYFS Profile RE should, through planned, purposeful play and through a mix of adult-
led and child-initiated activity, provide these opportunities for pupils. Communication and language: 

 • Children listen with enjoyment to stories, songs and poems from different sources and traditions and 
respond with relevant comments, questions or actions; 

 • use talk to organise, sequence and clarify thinking, ideas, feelings and events; 

 • answer ‘who’, ‘how’ and ‘why’ questions about their experiences in response to stories, experiences or 
events from different sources; • talk about how they and others show feelings;  

• develop their own narratives in relation to stories they hear from different traditions. Personal, social and 
emotional development:  

• Children understand that they can expect others to treat their needs, views, cultures and beliefs with 
respect; 
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 • work as part of a group, taking turns and sharing fairly, understanding that groups of people, including 
adults and children, need agreed values and codes of behaviour to work together harmoniously; 

 • Talk about their own and others’ behaviour and its consequences, and know that some behaviour is 
unacceptable; 

 • think and talk about issues of right and wrong and why these questions matter; 

 • respond to significant experiences showing a range of feelings when appropriate; • have a developing 
awareness of their own needs, views and feelings and are sensitive to those of others; • have a developing 
respect for their own cultures and beliefs, and those of other people; 

 

Skills-NC 
RE-Y1-6 
Knowledge and understanding 
*recognise and 
name things to 
do with religion  
*remember some 
of the stories 
and celebrations 
they have been 
taught 
*recognise that 
different people 
belong to 
different 
religions 
*recognise some 
simple words like 
festivals or 
celebration 
*join in 
discussions 
about things to 
do with religion 
(responding) 

*recognise 
and describe 
accurately 
some things to 
do with 
religion  
*talk about the 
meaning of 
some 
religious 
stories, 
celebrations 
or symbols  
*give 
examples of 
ways different 
people show 
religion is 
important to 
them 
*use some 
simple words 
correctly when 
talking about 
religions 
*beginning to 
ask their own 
questions 
when finding 
out about 
religion 

*beginning to 
explain 
simply some 
of the links 
between 
different 
features of a 
religion 
*describe 
some of the 
beliefs and 
teachings of 
a religion 
studied 
*describe 
some of the 
ways in 
which people 
show that 
religion is 
important 
*define some 
of the key 
words used 
when 
studying 
religion 
*ask a range 
of good 
questions 
when 
studying 
religion 

*identify key 
features, 
beliefs and 
teachings of 
a religion 
studied 
*explain 
some of the 
links between 
different 
features of a 
religion 
*identify ways 
in which 
religion can 
influence 
people’s lives 
*use and 
explain the 
meaning of 
some key 
words used 
when 
studying 
religion 
*beginning to 
suggest and 
use a good 
range of 
questions 

*give an accurate 
and detailed 
account of 
important 
features, beliefs 
and teachings of a 
religion they have 
studied 
*explain some of 
the ways in which 
religion can 
influence a 
person’s life  
*give a clear 
account of the 
main beliefs and 
teachings of a 
religion studied 
*explain the 
meaning of a 
range of terms 
used when 
studying religion 
*suggest and use 
a range of good 
questions when 
studying religions 
  
 
 
 
 
 

*give a clear 
account of a 
wide range of 
different 
features of a 
religion 
*explain some 
of the central 
beliefs and 
teachings of a 
religion *give a 
clear account 
of an example 
of a way in 
which religion 
has influenced 
the life of an 
individual or 
community  
*explain and 
use a wide 
range of terms 
when studying 
religion  
*explain and 
compare 
different ways 
in which 
people, 
religious and 
non-religious, 
create 
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opportunities 
to reflect on life  

Reflection 
*talk about their 
feelings and 
experiences 
*talk about the 
feelings that they 
have about 
important symbols 
*think about things 
that puzzle and 
interest them  
*recognise and 
describe things that 
are special to them 
and other people 
*Joins in during 
times for thinking 
quietly 

*describe 
different 
feelings and 
experiences 
*talk about the 
meaning of an 
important 
symbol like 
water, light or 
fire  
*talk about 
important 
puzzling 
questions and 
ideas 
*describe the 
feelings they 
have about 
things that are 
important to 
them  
*Can talk 
about the 
things in their 
mind after 
moments of 
quiet 
reflection 
(reflecting) 

*discuss their 
own and 
other 
people’s 
ideas about 
things that 
are valued 
*describe 
what the 
word ‘symbol’ 
means and 
give 
examples  
*recognise 
religious 
questions 
and talk 
about 
different 
people’s 
ideas about 
these 
questions  
*describe 
how special 
times, places 
or 
experiences 
are important 
or sacred to 
some people 
*describe 
different 
ways in 
which people 
reflect at 
special times 
or in special 
places 

*recognise 
and discuss 
different 
people’s 
ideas about 
things they 
value 
*identify 
symbols and 
explain their 
significance 
* identify and 
discuss 
religious 
questions 
*identify and 
explain some 
of the special 
times, places 
or 
experiences 
that are 
important to 
others 
*begin to 
explain why 
people think 
that it is 
important to 
reflect at 
special times 
or in special 
places 

*explain 
different 
people’s 
ideas about 
the things 
they value in 
life OR their 
vision of life  
*describe a 
range of 
different 
meanings of 
important 
symbols  
*identify 
religious or 
ultimate 
questions 
and describe 
how different 
people have 
responded to 
these 
questions 
*explain why 
different 
people think 
some things 
are special or 
sacred 
*explain why 
many people 
think it is 
important to 
reflect and 
how they use 
different 
things to help 
them 

*explain and 
offer 
thoughtful 
comments 
about the 
vision of life or 
the beliefs of 
a person or 
community 
*explain a 
range of 
symbols that 
are used to 
express 
important 
ideas 
*compare and 
contrast the 
way some 
different 
religions have 
responded to 
religious or 
ultimate 
questions 
*identify a 
range of 
sacred things, 
ideas or 
places and 
explain why 
they are held 
to be sacred 
*ask probing 
questions and 
explain their 
views when 
investigating 
an aspect of 
religion 

 


